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THERE IS NO SOLUTION TO 

UNEMPLOYMENT OR THE SOCIAL 

NEEDS OF THE POPULATION 

WITHIN THE STRUCTURE OF 

CAPITALISM 

The debates over the po I icy 
of the capital Is t government 
continue in parliament but the 
Labour party leadership 
continues on its accustomed 
role of verbal criticisms and 
seeking to maintain capitalism 
whatever the price to the 
population. Now it is posing a 
co 11 aborat ion of state and 
private capital to Invest in 
various projects.The fact that 
pr I vate capita I w i I I on I y 
invest if it has very 
excel lent profit returns 
which it can get elsewhere in 
a variety of 
dismissed.For 

swindles- is 
any such 

projects the population wi JI 

have to pay capita Ii st 
profit.But the only way to 
solve the massive accumulation 
of social problems is the 
perspective of social 
transformations involving at 
the very I east taking the 
control of the commanding 
heights of the economy out of 
the hands of the capitalist 
class in order to increase 
production. 

Capital ism when it complains 
that it cannot afford all the 
resources for social advance 
is in its own terms quite 
right.Capitalist private 
property cannot deliver the 
goods.Its rates of economic 
growth are limited and 
constant I y open to s I ump and 
downturn.That is why the 
conservatives and the 
labourites are discussing how 
to get blood out of a stone, a 
discuss 1 on between the 
walking dead. 

The incapacity of the present 
system can be seen in the 
acute anxiety with which the 
"experts" watch the state of 
the stock exchanges.Slight 
changes in interest rates 
provoke all manner of 
disorder.This ls not the mark 
of a social system with a 
future but of one I iv l ng from 
day to day gasping for breath. 
In any case the who I e system 
rema Ins geared for war. It is 
basic marx ism that no ru I i ng 
class wi I I give up without 
utilising maximum force ie 
war. 

THE STRUGGLE OVER IRELAND. 

The government has been 
obliged to enter into some 
form of negot i at l on over the 
war in Ireland much against 
its will. Clearly there is an 
impasse in the mi f itary 
strugg I e between the I RA and 
British imperialism.The IRA is 
hampered by the limitations of 
a purely military struggle but 
also because the Labour Party 
with its monopoly of political 
control in Britain supports 
British imperialism.On the 
other hand despite the 
intimidation of the army and 
its al I l es In the so 
called"protestant" fascist 
death squads, imperial ism has 
been comp I ete I y I ncapab I e of 
subduing the Irish catholics. 
The document of imperialism 
and the southern Irish 
bourgeoisie does not offer any 
firm break with the Unionists 

who were imposed years ago 
by imper la! ism.But whatever 
the final outcome of action by 
Sinn Fein and the IRA,they 
will have to go beyond seeing 
Irish unification 
separation from the 
struggle throughout 

in 
class 

Britain 
and Ireland. The attitude of 
Clinton in al lowing Adams 
into the US is part of his 
line of trying to modify some 
sharp conflicts in order to 
give imperial ism more time to 
prepare for I arger events in 
the future- as was the case of 
the accords withthe 
Palestinians. 

THE NATO THREATS TO THE 
SERBS. 

As a result of the break up 
of the bureaucracy in 
Yugoslavia, Imperialism has 
inserted itself there to 
establish bases for further 
Interventions in Eastern 
Europe.Al I the cries about 
the terrible conditions of 
fife in Sarajevo etc from the 
wor Id bourgeoisie are tot a I 
hypocrisy.Imperialist 
intervention worsened the 
troub I es in the first p I ace. 
The threat of NATO to attack 
the Serbs shows the 
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inevitable tendency within 
imper i a Ii sm towards the fi na I 
encounter with the workers 
states and the masses of the 
world.American imperial Ism in 
part i cu I ar wishes to pressure 
NATO and at the same time to 
test the response of the 
former Soviet Union • 

In face of the very serious 
attempts to int im I date the 
Serbs with threat of 
bombing,Russian troops were 
brought in and both Russian 
foreign ministry and the 
Russian army made it clear 
thatbombing would lead as they 
put it to a I I out 
war, Imperial lsm has tried to 
conceal its ulterior motives 
for some time,speaking about 
the end of the cold war, that 
the USA was more concerned 
with nuclear proliferation and 
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the aid of the Bosnian 
clique stimulated by the US 
and the recent meeting in 
London for action against the 
Serbs was an utter fiasco.When 
Major finally sends more 
troops to Serbia it is clearly 
under the pressure of 
CI i nton. In the recent period 
the LP leadership has been 
more bellicose than that of 
the government on th ls issue 
so dedicated ls it to appear 
more imper i a Ii st than the 
imperialists. 

CAP! TALI SM 
MORIBUND. 

IS TOTALLY 

The deterioration in 
capital 1st society is without 
any containing force.The 
massive increase in taxes 
imposed by bouts of VAT,higher 

that there was on I y one super nat i ona I insurance 
power anyway. But in reality 
the original confrontation 
continues.What is occuring is 
a nuanced "detente" ,a period 
of relative distancing between 
Imperialism and the former 
Soviet Union,as has happened 
before. But the under I y i ng 
tension between two different 
social systems continues and 
is constantly open to 
aggravation. In practice 
imperialism may have to reduce 
to some degree mi I i tary 
budgets and rationalise its 
expenditures so as to cope 
with Inter capital !st 
competition but the 
clandestine preparations wi 11 
continue for the final 
encounter. There is no escape 
from that.American Imperialism 
in particular is trying to 
reassert its centra I is Ising 
power over the capita 1 l st 
powers in NATO and is now 
bringing maximum pressure on 
Croats to "federate" with the 
Bosnians to create a base 
against the Serbs and former 
Soviet Union.And just to 
remind European capita I Ism of 
the time of day they raise 
Interest rates.The attempts of 
various pseudo left forces to 
generate a 
the Serbs 

campaign 
has 

against 
fa! led 

absolutely.The British masses 
have no interest in rushing to 

payments,reduction of 
a I l owances etc is sufficient 
to show that the basis for a 
thriving economy cannot exist 
within the realm of private 
property.Capitalism Is reduced 
fundamentally to grand larceny 
to keep going. It has always 
been a system of exploitation 
but now it is one where 
parasitic and non creative 
forces predominate. What a 
splendid advertisement for 
their rotting system which 
announces huge profits for 
various 
immediately 
reducing the 

banks followed 
by plans for 

labour force. The 
se I ! i ng of Rover to a German 
firm brings out the 
internationalisation of 
capita I and how Impotent and 
uninterested British 
capita Ii sm is in developing a 
productive economy in Britain 
itself. Capita I ism Is on I y 
capable of plundering and 
mafia style 
expropriation. Apart from 
scandals such as those of 
various health 
authorities, there is the 
structured parasitism of 
quangoes and management 
consultancies.Billions of 
pub I i c money are spent 
without any accountability 
whatsoever,on a scale similar 
to the huge sums spent on 
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dea I i ngs in I ta I y between the 
mafia and the pol !ti cal 
man i pu ! ators. The state has an 
immense sphere of uncontrolled 
patronage. They now propose to 
get rid of a great deal of 
inconvenient safety regulation 
on the basis of ministerial 
fiat free of par 11 amentary 
control. These grasping 
exploiters then deliver 
sermons on mora Ii ty and high 
standards in pub I ic I ife!Even 
the ma~ia tends to refrain 
from this type of humbug.Thus 
capitalism digs its grave. 
This Is para! !eled on the 
international plane by the 
upheaval in the financial 
markets dominated by 
speculative 
capital not 

movements 
Intended 

of 
for 

productive investment, Indeed a 
positive discouragement for 
any such ambitions.Capital Ism 
is itself conscious that large 
sections of the population 
see it as totally corrupt but 
the system cannot right Itself 
nor can it be corrected by 
parliamentary means. 

The spate of scandals in 
this government has reached 
its peak in the resignation of 
the highest military 
commander.This has to be seen 
as part of the attempt of the 
right groupings in the 
conservative party to develop 
an alternative team in front 
of the steady weakening of the 
Major government and the 
struggle for the succession to 
Major.People like Portillo 
hope to impose or prepare for 
a more authoritarian regime 
already foreshadowed in 
attitudes to the 
homeless,crlme 
welfare. 

and social 

The I abour party in a 11 of 
this Is clearly hoping as In 
the past to get into office 
having made long lists of the 
govermnments "mistakes" but 
without proposing a serious 
alternative pol icy.. They 
assume that 
four wi 11 

attacks on clause 
win enough social 
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THE PREPARATORY DISCUSSION FOR THE 28 CONGRESS OF 
THE FRENCH COMMUNIST PARTY 

(Extracts from Lutte 
Communists,paper of the French 
Section). 
••• The analysis which the FCP 
makes of the experience of the 
October Revolution and of the 
b I ocks on its progress is an 
essential element of the 
discussion. The October 
revo! uti on triumphed. It did 
not overcome capita I ism but 
it overthrew it with a party 
organised for this objective. 
The Soviet Union lived for the 
first seven years of its 
functioning, the most elevated 
experience of all the history 
of humanity with full and 
complete Intervention of the 
political tendencies of the 
left(there was no conception 
of the single party),of the 
population with the soviets,of 
the dictatorship of the 
proletariat which meant the 
most com ·plete form of 
democracy. 

The arguments of the 
leadership of the FCP(Question 
2 of the texts annexed to the 
Manifesto) are in bad faith 
and a revision of history 
which does not come from 
naivety.They show the 
cons i derab I e obstac I es which 
the USSR of that epoch had to 
confront , but they make an 
ama I gam of the period of the 
first seven years under Lenin 
with Stalinism whicry 
represen-ted the degenera-tion 
of the principles of the 
ideas,of the programme and of 
the functioning of the 
party .Sta Ii n Ism and its mode 
of statlfication are seen as 
the product of the 
dictatorship of the 
proletariat.! 

In some phrases the 
I eadersh i p Of the FCP re 
writes history because history 
embarasses them. The communist 
tradition exists effectively 
in France and has been 
constructed on the basis of 
marxism and the October 
Rrevolution,on the basis of 
principles which they seek to 
eliminate today with the 
objective of giving a" new 
I ook" to the party. If the 
bureaucratic Cuban leadership 
fa I Is to morrow 
way as that of 
union they will 
history of 
revolution. 

in the same 
the Soviet 

revise the 
the Cuban 

The fa I I of the I eadersh I ps 
in Eastern Europe is not a 
failure of the October 
Revolution but of the 
principles perverted by Stalin 
which was the basis of the 
deve I opment of a I I the so 
cal led socialist countries and 
the communist parties of the 
entire world Including the 
FCP,. These countries which we 
call workers states because 
they represent a transitory 
stage between capita I Ism and 
socialism were caricatures of 
socialism.The marxlst 
programme and prl ncip I.es 

which have generated these 
revolutions are not in 
question, but the role and 
the function of the incoming 
leaderships wh i c'1 used the 
power for their own 
interests.Today in these 
countries a great resistence 
to the return to capita I ism 
is expressed because it 
represents for these 
populations a weight of 
oppression and repression 
greater st i I I than that 
endured through the 
bureaucratic 
leaderships.Already in Poland 
and Lithuania the 
consciousness of this has been 
shown in the elections with 
the return of the communist 
party and in Russia the 
resistence to Yeltsin is 

extending. It is necessary 
that these realities are taken 
into account in the ana I ys is 
of the world because they 
al low another vision of the 
communist future of humanity. 

THE UNION OF THE LEFT AND THE 
PROGRAMME OF THE FCP. 

The pol icy of unity with -the 
Socialist party and the Common 
Programme which I ed to the 
victory of the left in the 
1981 elections is also 
questioned by the I eadersh i p 
of the FCP.lt "continues with 
reflec-tlons 
lessons 

TO draw 
from 

The 
this 

experience". It 
important to us 

appears 
that the 

discussion 
deals with 

in the congress 
these conclusions 

which they have not done so 
upto now and which are largely 
the base of the differences 
between the leadership and the 
four ex ministers of the first 
government of the left. 

The Union of the Left was a 
very important factor of 
mobi I isatlon. It al lowed great 
struggles which coresponded to 
objective necessity.The 
mistake of the FCP was to have 
raised a pol icy of discussion 
at the I eve I of the 
leaderships with an electoral 
objective.The communis-t and 
socialist militants and -the 
trade unions were not able to 
parti c I pate in the discussion 
on the form and the tactic of 
this uni on nor on the Common 
programme. 

Tli is programme contained a 
series of nationalisations 
which in part were app I i ed 
during the first period of the 
government of the left. Today 
the programme of the FCP 
reflects a different 
orientation.It speaks of 
maintaining private initiative 

and a private economic 
sector,of establishing a 
mixture in social 
predominance.This programme is 
to transcend 
capitallsm 11 ••••• But what 
difference then between this 
programme and what the social 

democracy has applied for 
years? 

They say that the solution to 
the eris is which our society 
I i ves w i I I I i e T n 
democracy.But what democracy 
are they ta I king about? In the 
framework of the capitalist 
system ,democracy is bourgeois 
and I imlts itself to provide 
a vote to the citizens in 
elections.It is not a real 
democracy in which all who 
part i c i pa-te in economic 
development decide the 
functioning 
society.Socialist 

of 
Democracy 

continuous which makes 
intervention 
population 

a 

of a I I 
on al I 

the 
the 

problems can only exist in 
another system of society. 

Al I the ideas developed in 
the project of 
in relation 

the Manifesto 
to the 

construction of a society for 
humanity and by humanity in 
which work loses all 
alienating notion,every form 
of exploitation with the right 
to work, to knowledge, to 
education to health, to a 
dignified life cannot co exist 
concrete I y wl th maintaining 
a type of capitalist society 
based on maximum profit and 
competition.The capitalist 
system has to be eliminated 
and this cannot be achieved by 
practising a policy of 
compromise ,~nd taking the 
e I ectora I road. The experience 
of the government of the left 
has shown the enormous 
difference that exists be-tween 
government and power. The 

leadership of the French 
Communist Party abandoned Its 
participation in this 
government because it did not 
wish to be dragged a I ong by 
the social !st capitulation but 
also because it did not wish 
to advance further in the 
measures of soc i a I and 
economic transformation 
through fear of confrontation 
with capita I ism, They go on to 
say 

"To day there begins to 
appear in every type of 
society the idea nurtured by 
experience that capita I ism is 
incapable of answering 
positively to the great 
questions of our epoch".This 
ls a reali-ty but not of today. 

The Communist Manifesto of 
Marx and Enge Is pub I i shed In 
1848 posed in its epoch a I I 
the elements of understanding 
of the functioning of the 
capitalist system and of the 
bourgeoisie, of its incapacity 
to serve the interests of 
society,of the division of 
society into antagonistic 
c I asses and of the necess I ty 
to overthrow the system to 
construct a new society.The 
evo I ut ion of the economy the 
ever greater concentration of 
production ,the great 
developments of science and 
technology, the constant 

reduction of middle layers 
into the ranks of the 
proletariat, the questioning of 
social rights,al I this does 
not put in question any of the 
princtples establ !shed by Marx 
and Engels but on the contrary 
tends to demonstrate the 
va Ii dity of their method of 
interpreting the world. 

FUNCTIONING AND DEMOCRATIC 
CENTRAL! SM. 

Dewocracy within the party 
such as is proposeed in the 
draft for the manifesto with 
the confrontation of all 
points of view, the plurality 
of opinions necesitates new 
practices. The d I scuss ion over 
democratic centra I Ism and ,its 
e 11 mi nation Is a fa I se 
discussion because it was 
never applied In the first 
place.What was appl led was 
bureaucratic centra I ism where 
the leadership imposed its 
political positions which 
afterwards had to be app I i ed 
by the militants.It was in 
th Is way that the FCP cou Id 
modify its positions on many 
occasions without possibi I ity 
of internal discussion within 
the party, It Is thus that 
numerous militants 
expelled from the 

cou Id be 
party In 

previous periods through 
differences over one pos,ltlon 
or another and that tendencies 
cou Id be created recent I y 
through lack of internal 
democracy. 

Democratic centra I ism on the 
contrary when It is 
effectively applied al lows' the 
party to discuss all 
problems, to be able to 
express different opinions,to 
compare ideas of everyone, 
but with a centralisation of 
the objectives of the party 
which is the basis of 
functioning.If the 
centralisation of all in the 
objec-ti ves of the party 
exists then the problem of 
tendencies does not arise. 

But it is not sufficient to 
say or write that the old 
practices do not exist anymore 
so that there may occur a 
radical change in the 
party.The militants who for 
years have maintained "the 
hard line" of the party using 

contempt,condescension or 
exclusion in front of 
different op 1n1 ons are not 
going to modify their attitude 
from one day to the next. 
Those they meet under the 
guise of tendencies are not 
going to do so either.On the 
other hand t!ie o Id mi I i tan ts 
who have returned their cards 
in previous years and who 
have known and suffered from 
the functioning of the 
apparatus 
rush to 

are not 
work 

renovation of the 

going to 
for the 
party.This 

functioning of democracy calls 
for new demands and practices 
which the militants still 
have to I earn but a I so 
require the necessity for the 
deepening of the 
and political 

theoretical 
capacity of 

everyone to sustain every 
discusslon,every polemic, to 
defend their ideas and 
convictions and to convince 
others. ! n the present 
situation of a structured 
centralisation with the 
abandoning of democratic 
centra 11 sm and the notion of 
the dominance of the members 
as defined in the recent 
manifesto and the new statutes 
of the party, the danger lies 
in the fact that there can 
exist opposed 
ideas,concluslons, and 
strategies on the same theme 
in different regions, cities 
and zones and the party is 
then placed in front of 
uncontrollable and difficult 
situations and breaks can 
ensue. 

Every abandonment of marxist 
principles by the leadership 
of the FCP which constitute 
its theoretical and political 
base I eads to a greater and 
greater Impoverishment of the 
d!scusslon,elimlnates the 
points of reference to the 
party and accentuates the lack 
of political confidence in 
front of events. There I l es 
the basis of the progressive 
erosion of the FCP and not In 
the arguments of the 
Manifesto.They say"The 
e I ectora I eros I on of the FCP 
which comes from the period of 
the Common programme and the 
progressive degradation of the 
image of the countries in the 
East has been stopped".This 
means for the I eadersh i p of 
the FCP that on the one hand 
the Common Programme was too 
revolutionary for the 
e ! ectorate and on the other 
denying the pol icy of Union 
and support o the October 
revolution are going to be two 
determining factors for an 
increase in the adherents to 
the party. The I eadersh i p of 
the FCP is mistaken.The future 
of humanity lies in the 
construction of a socialist 
society. but this cannot be 
structured without conf I i ct 
because the capita I i st system 
will fight to the end and with 
all possible means to maintain 
its power. To construct th Is 
new society a party is 
necessary that is cap ab I e of 
giving to its mi I itants the 
marxist understanding of the 
world and to draw the 
conclusions for the tasks to 
undertake the tactics to apply 
and the anti capitalist 
programme to apply. 
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THE NECESSITY FOR AN ANTI CAPlrTALIST PERSPECTIVE IN 
THE TRADE UNION STRUGGLE IN ITALY - J. Posadas 

There are no er l ses i n the trade 

unions, but there are In the trade 
union leaderships which do not 
respond to the necessity of 

advance in the workers movement 
with an anti capital !st 

prograrmie.This Is the crisis 
shown in the confrontation between 

the base and the leadership which 

seeks to impose its control 
and so prevent this resistence 

expressing itself. 

The trade union leaderships make 
no resolution no plan which 

corresponds to the necessity of 
the crisis of world and Italian 
capitalism.In full crisis they 

propose to take measures to 

cleanse It somewhat which is 

absurd. They do not adopt or take 
positions that are logical but as 

though they want capitalism which 

is dying which has 
Caltagirones{referring to a 

financial scandal of that period) 

to adopt a behaviour In accordance 

with the needs of the 
population.Capital ism Is only 

logical in accordance with its 

own needs not that of the 

population. Ital Ian capital ism 

consists of Caltagirones and the 

North American m 11 i tary bases 
which are going to be 

installed.f>.bre than forty percent 

of the budget will be devoted to 
arll)s. That is to say that there 

w i I I be more unemp I oyment because 
the population pays al I the costs 
through price lncreases,taxes etc. 

The trade unions have to act on 

the bas Is of the nature of the 
capitalist system, but on the 

contrary they make a series of 
plans I ike demanding a series of 

wage increases which capitalism 
cannot afford.Then they seek to 

collaborate so that capitalism has 

the means and possibilities to 

make concess Ions. They g Ive oxygen 

to a capital ism which is 
dying.This is what they are doing 

and they propose that the solution 

to a 11 prob I ems is accomodat I on 
to the necessity of the 
competition of Italian capitalism 

with the rest of the world 

capital ls't powers. They make no 

dispute with the capitalist system 
and to day it ls not possible to 

have any trade union perspective 

without confronting the capitalist 

system-otherwise the perspective 

is adaptation. 
Italian capitalism needs to 

throw out more than ten to fifteen 

percent of the labour force at the 

present moment •••• 
This is expressed In the way it 

organises production to·accelerate 

the turnover and rhythm of 

production.If they produced a 
commodity with using ten workers 

now it has to be done by five. It 

lowers the price of production and 

increases profit which it then 
Invests in war.But this in turn 
causes a reduction in national 

consumption.Thus when they propose 
an increase in production the 

question irmiediate!y arises for 

whom if consumption diminishes? 

This ls a much reduced article on the role of the Italian trade 

un l ons. A I though events have moved on the prob I ems of the trade 

union leaderships have not.There are differences between Italian and 

British trade unions but there are. striking similarities.The crisis 

of these leaderships is even more: profound than when this article 

was written.Apart from some sectors of I eft trade unions, the 

trade union leaderships are collaborationist.Their general concern 

is to maintain their privileged status and act as a social service 
departmemt .At a recent TUC conference the leaderships invited a 

conservative minister to speak-and this in a perlod when the refusal 

to develop organised resistence to anti union legislation has been 

marked.f>.breover there has been an imnense lag in response to the 

growing Importance of women in the labour force.Similarly nothing 
whatsoever has been done to organise the unemployed.They are Ignored 

by the union leaderships just as the employers have no Interest in 

them.Such a leadership is in as much a crisis as the social 
democracy of the LP. They share the capita I i st i I I us ion that the 

system is eternal and they will be its reliable servants. 

who p I an output to Impede an 

excess of commodities that could 
lower the price and reduce the 
profit.The ECM represents the 

workers go absent because they 
have another job, that Is they do 
not earn enough from one job. But 
the imnense majority do not go to 

work simply because of the general 

exhaust Ion from work. Thus it is 

not a question of absenteeism but 

from the conditions of work 

Imposed by the owners.That Is the 
crime.Against this It Is necessary 

to I aunch a campa I gn aga Inst the 

worsening of the conditions of 

work not against those who are 

·absent from work.Its nonsence 

that absenteeism determines a 
change in the cost of 

production. I ts on I y necessary to 
consider the lrmiense frauds I Ike 

the Ca I tag i rone scanda I to see 
that absentee Ism Is not the rea I 
problem. It Is necessary to ask how 
has the I i fe of the workers 
Improved when they are absent from 

work?The standard of I lvlng has 

the er i se of a system based on 

private profit. Capital ism ls not 

in eris is because the workers 

produce I i tt ! e or do not go to 

work.Flat does not sell more cars 

because there ls no market and 

because the countries which 
incorporate themselves in the 
world market enter one which Is no 
longer solely capitalist. That is 

to say that the perspective of the 
plan,of the programme of 

production and the development of 

capitalism meets obstacles, and is 
rejected and damaged by · the 

advance of the revolution in the 

world.This is then expressed 
nationally in this crisis of the 

economy. In front of this what Is 

th~ programme wh I ch it is 
necessary to 'make? One which 

secures the I ife of people not the 

I ife of the capitalist system.But 
in reality the trade unions do not 

make either a criticism or a 

prograrrrre er it i ca I of the 

caij,ital lst system.To secure the 

decent 11 vi ng cond It Ions for the 

poqulation for example it is 
ne4essary to I ower the hours of 

wo~k not to thirty five hours but 

to; th I rty hours. If the factor l es 
say that they cannot put up with 

sueh a reduction it is necessary 
to! pose that the workers cannot 
tolerate this form of I ife.Then lf 

the boss wont accept then it is 
n~essary to expropriate the plant 

and make It work. 

owner what does he have ? the 

factory.But the workers have 
I ife, The owner loses the factory 

but the workers lose their 
!Ivel !hood and not just the 
I ivel !hood of one but of thousands 

and thousands.The mentality of the 
trade union leaders Is simply that 

they cannot conceive of a society 

where there Is no individual 

boss,a property and someone who 
controls. It does "not mean that 

they accept the capita I i st system. 

multinationals. not Improved. On the contrary It 

:It is a natura I r l ght that the 

i ?crease of techno I ogy wh I ch Is 
e*pressed in the increase and 
qua I ity of production should be 
for the benefit of the population 

and lead to the reduction of the 

hours of work,and an increase in 
the time of rest which means to 
1:ncrease the qua I i ty and progress 

qf I i fe. The unions do not take 

fh Is Into account. They see on I y 

what this means for the owner. The 

~eduction of the hours of work Is 

ii necessary event Independent of 

tfie situation,it is a logical 
necessity.An increase in 

technological capacity corresponds 

/o a reduction in hours otherwise 

1it means that the technology Is a 

'concentration of the benefits of 

the progress of society,of human 

ti nte 11 i gence for the serv Ice on I y 
of the owner who uses It just for 

himself.This ls completely 

irrational.The unions have the 

For them there has to exist a 
system where there is always some 

one giving orders. and they play 

the role of Intermediaries. 
It is necesary to see that the 

working class 

participates,lntervenes proposing 
a prograrmie of pr6duction,of wage 

benefits and of better conditions 

of work. In Italy they say that 

the cost of product I on is very 
high and that the responslbi 1 lty 

is that of the workers.That Is a 
great I i e for a start because If 

they el lmlnated al I the 
swindles,al I the robberies the 
cost of product l on cou Id be 

lowered by twenty percent.How come 
the workers are responsible? The 
workers have a standard of I ife 

which demonstrates frequently 
poverty and shortages like the 
people who I Ive In the areas hit 

by earthquakes. 

The prob I em is that the trade 

unions do not have a progranrne to 

deal with the crisis of capitalism 

and they want to solve the crisis 
by helping capitalism to find 

solutions on what to produce,how 

to produce and how to diminish the 
cost of production.In this way 

there is no solution.The solution 

which has to be the basis ls 

statiflcation.There is no other 

way of confronting this 

crisis.Capitalism 

incapable. 

is totally 

For examp I e I ta I y cou Id produce 

thirty to forty ml 11 lon tons of 

steel and has to produce no more 

than twenty four in acordance with 

the ECM.lt could get meat at half 
the price outside the ECM in 

Argentina or Rumania and it cannot 

do so.That Is because the ECM is a 

mutt national managed by the great 

consortia which orientate their 
pol icy according to the great 

industries 

In front of this what do the has got worse. Th Is has been shown 

trade unions do? They want the concluslvely In the treatment 
local bourgeoisie to oppose this meted out to those who suffered 

but continuing within the ECM.Thls from the earthquakes who have 
Is i mposs lb I e. There i s no so I ut I on exper I enced comp I ete Ind I fference 

within the terms of capita! !st from the Ital Ian capitalist 
society.The countries who feel the· state.In front of this the trade 
recession I Ike France,Britain and 

Germany do so at the cost of the 

fantastic state debt.In Germany 

for example the state has imense 

debts with the private sector.The 

'cap l ta 11 sts who are the owners of 
the debts by th Is exerc I se an 

immense pressure on the state. In 
front of this crisis of capltallsm 
the comnun i sts and the trad~ 
unions say it Is necessary to 
improve the situation. They may 

improve but not transform l t. The 
trade unions can increase 

product I on but then who 

buys?Lama,Carniti and Benvenuto 

are very desirous of reducing the 
cost or production by making the 

workers work more. Thus the trade 

union orientates itself to a 

process of criticisms and 
persecution over absenteeism 
instead of developing a campaign 
against the plunder of the state 

which are the rea I causes of the 

increase In the cost of 

production. 
No trade uni on I eader nor even 

the comrrmun i sts have an answer to 

these prob I ems, to the soc i a I 
cri s Is of the capita I l st system 

which Is expressed economically.It 

Is soc! a I because the prob I ems 
affect peop I e but there is no 

pol ltlcal leadership to effect 

such a response. If they made a 

plan of production for Italy they 

wou Id need at I east three more 
million workers to fulfil I it. 
.... It Is necessary to deve I op In 

the trade union the anti 

capitalist political life.This is 

unions must discuss a prograrmie of 

structural changes.They may win 

certa In wage demands but at the 

cost of thousands of dismissals.It 
can then be argued that the 

w Inn Ing of such demands are not 

gains.How can It be a conquest at 

the cost of unemployment?The 
dismissal of workers quite apart 

from being a blow at the standard 

of I ivlng of the population is a 

blow at the cohesion and the 

strength of the workers movement 

because thousands are 

excluded.This is one of the 

objectives which capitalism seeks 
In order to weaken the 
concentrated force of the 

proletariat.In front of this there 
are no partial solutions.It Is 
necessary to struggle for wage 

demands but not at the cost of 
this. 

It is necessary to develop trade 
union democratic rights,the right 

to 11 berty of tendency with In the 

trade unions and to open a 
d I scuss I on on a prograrmie of 

progress and of education of the 
·masses on the basis of posing that 

capita 11 sm cannot concede 
anymore.Any improvement or 

increase is taken back In other 

ways. They may increase wages but 

then they increase 

prices,taxes,prices of publ le 
services. In this situation it is 

logical that sectors In the trade 

un Ions and the 
professlons,speclallesd 

going to influence al I the smal I 
trade unions and the groups.One of technicians demand salaries higher 

than the average worker. The 
the most complete forms of working 
for the future Is to conentrate capita I 1st state Is responsible 

the trade unions but with the ful I for this and they plunder far 

r l ght of tendency so that peop I e more than the gains of these 

can speak,explain and discuss and sectors. The problem Is not that 
resolutions can be decided on the +he workers ask for too much or 

basis of the majority ••••• 
continued on page A 

policy of respecting the owner.The 

The trade unions speak of 

terminating with absenteeism.Some 

The crisis of capitalism does not 

arise through the lack of an 

increase in production but through ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------~~----~~~~~~~--~--~----------~---... 
investors, the great 
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from page 3 

that they go on strike, but that 

the capital !st state is led by 

people who rob and swindle. 

The trade unions must take into 

account that there is no 

possibi I ity of progress submitted 

to the pol icy of the capitalist 

state,of the bourgeoisie and of 

the CD which leads the state.There 

is no poss lb I I ity of Italian 

capital Ism conceding anymore. It is 

the weakest of the I arge 

capitalist powers. The trade 

unions must make a discussion over 

the development of the world,of 

the trade un ion strugg I es and of 

the incapacity of the competition 
of Italian capitalism. 

exploitation of the workers and 

this determines the lowering of 

the standard of I iv i ng of the 

population.Thus the trade unions 

must not dedicate themselves to 

the campaign against absenteeism 

or propose that the strikes are 

regu I ated but for examp I e make a 
campaign proposing measures 

against the inertia of the state 

expressed in the attitude to the 

earthquake, to make movements fo•· 

this.But the unions are nor 

involved in this type of struggle. 

The workers see that their trade 

union leaders are conciliators and 

that they have a series of 

privileges that the average worker 

does not have. They see that they 

do not discuss as a function of 

defending the I ife of the workers 

· but I ike technicians not as Flat 

capacity 
bases its competitive 

workers leaders. 
on the bas Is of the 
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Out of NATO, Out with the monarchy! 
For the Socialist Republic with the 
Unification of Britain and Ireland. 

from page 1 

support from the prosperous Savimbi directly aided by the 

layers of the petit connivance of UNO is l)oth an 

bourgeoisie to gain office • act of revenge and ari effort 
For the future they are i to contain the resu I ts of the 

underestimating the South African revolution by 

accumulation of failures of imperialism.The strength of 

the system and the interaction. the ANC and the SACP plus the 
of the process here and the reanimation of new forces in 

process in Europe and the 

world.The classlcal social 

democratic remedies w i ! I not 

work any I onger. The days when 

the soci a I democrats and the 

sta I In i sts between them cou Id 

destroy one revolution after 

another and throw back social 

change for decades and decades 

as happened with the German 

revolution in 1918 or Germany 

In 1933 are not going to 

recur.Nor will the attempts of 

various communist parties to 

adapt to the social democratic 

formu I as be any use. Whatever 

the difficulties for the 

population, capital ism is 

soc i a I I y very weak and 

humanity is not going to wait 

for the idea I prepared 

f eadersh i p. New I eaders w i I I 
emerge in the heat of 

struggle.That is why also 

capitalism prepares for war.ft 

has no way out. It is totally 

exhausted. 

THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE. 

The process in South Africa 

Is of fundamental importance 

In this respect. In spite of 

massacres at the level of 

clv! I war and every type of 

intimidation, the masses of 

South Africa have Imposed a 

demoralising retreat upon 

Imperial Ism and the elections 

of themselves are an Immense 

encouragement to the oppressed 

In all continents.In many 

respects the utmost savagery 

of the war in Angola waged by 

the former Soviet Union 

prepare future defeats for 

world capitalism, new forms of 

the objective anti imperialist 

and anti capital 1st united 

front.The massacre of 

Palestinians in Hebron has 
also demonstrated that there 

can be no final settlement in 

the Middle East without the 

superseding of imperialism 

and the Israeli and Arab 

bourgeoisie. 

Within the 

the CIS,the 
bureaucracy of 

former Soviet 

Union, there are efforts to 

reconcile its various 

factions, the release of 

Rutskoi being an example.But a 
genuine discussion within the 

communist sectors in 
part i cu I ar is f undamenta I • The 

attempts to ignore the 

character of marxism and 

replace it with nationalist 

slogans or acceptance of 

forms of privatisation are not 

going to solve either the 

problems of the former Soviet 

Union or the world advance to 

socialism. 

In order to progress there is 

st i I I need for a much more 

rigorous discussion in the 

world workers parties and 

trade unions on the character 

of the world process and the 

need for 

programme 

a comprehensive 

of social 

transformations to liquidate 

the capital !st system.Similar 

discussions are ·particularly 

necessary in the labour and 

trade union left in 

Britain.18.3 93. 

ANTI CAPITALIST STRUGGLES IN FRANCE. 
( Extracts of a report from the French section.} 

The situation in France shows that the European masses are not 

prepared to shoulder the total crisis of the capitalist system 

On January 16 there was a massive intervention of a mi 11 ion people 

for the defence of public education against the policy of 

privatisation. It was basical !y a ral ty of tf'ie United front against 

capitalist policies incorporating all layers of the population 

including the children 

On the 15 February there was another demonstration of about 15-

20,000 people agafnst racism.Socialists participated but the SP as 

an organisatio11 did 11ot , typical of their squalid deals with 

capita Ii sm, The CGT and the CP were representf:!d. There is an i rrrnense 

popular resistence to the persecution and arrest of foreign 

immigrants.Capitalism is desperately trying to develop a racist 

mental!ty but it will not work and there is no basis for a fascist 

movement .Capita I ism is trying to find an equ i va I ent to the 

persecution of the Jews in the second world war. 

Incidents occur of the murder of young immigrants by the police-· 

recently there being a notorious case in Rouen.The violence in 

Garges-les-Clnesse fol lowing thi3 death of a Chinese immigrant shows 

the growing malaise of Frencli capita 11 sm • The res i stence of the 

fishermen to foreign imports which is ruining them led to massive 

confrontations with the police and there were seventy seven 

wounded. There have a I so been cons i derab t e interventions by the bank 

workers, te I ephone and a i rwi'lys persone I, nurses etc. There is now 

estimated to be about five mi 11 Ion unemployed and no sign of their 

diminution. 

The European situation ls very rich.Although without a firm 

org.3n!sing centre as the wori<ers leaderships are al I in profound 

crisis,this intervention of the French masses shows that capitalism 

is not able to get away with policies as in the past. 

The process in lta I y, th,a weakening of the CD in Germany where the 

PDS(former communists of East Germany) are advancing and the crises 

of the Gonsa I ez government l n Spain a I I tend to weaken the hand of 

capita I ism as the former Soviet Un ion recovers from the attempted 

counter revolution of Yeltsin. 

Demonstrations for state education in France 

ON PARTY FUNCTIONING. J.POSADAS. 
These are short extracts from a 

I arger text of Posadas on ti110. 

Structure and Furict ion i ng of th·~ 

lnterriationa!.This is intended not 

'.>nly to orienta·~e the members of 

the IV International but above al I 

rhe the wor Id communist movement 

l n order to recover the roots of 

marxism ,the genuine functioning 

of the revolutionary oarty as 

opposed to the distortions of 
stat in ism. 

The party must I i ve i nterna 11 y 

and receives the same pressures 

the same forces, the same 

objectives doubts and hesitations 

of all the population. To preserve 

i tse If from these doubts and 

hesitations ,to prevent them 

penetrating the party,to reject 

them it must concentrate the wi 11 

in seeking to dominate objective 

reality arid guide it,to use 

scientific study of reality and 

theory.Without this theory it is 

impossible to learn or to grasp 

reality. It is possible to see 

immediate facts but not the 

conclusions where the 

must be placed,where to 
emphasis 

organise 

direct 

thecry 

and where to 

attention.Absence of 

imposes blind empirical action. 

Thus rea I ity runs 

water.Only when one 

swim,theri the water 

dominate an".! is a 

away I ike 

learns to 

does not 

point of 

support.Theri swimming is riot 

enough and it is riecessary to know 

where to go.The problem of science 

is that of knowing where to go and 

In what way, The scientific 

instrument has the aim of 

preparing and organising the 

internal life which allows 

selection among al I the pressures 

of society,all its forces all its 

doubts and hesitations,al I the 

pressures and problems which 

exist,economy,war revolution, 

concerns of mi I i tants or group of 

mi I itants. The scientific 

instrument determines what is most 

important to organise the 

security,the consciousness, the 

capacity for action and to 

organise action itself. In 

EXTRACTS. 
isolation no one can achieve a 

comp I ete understarid i ng or do a If 

that is necessary. 

The party contains comrades 

more capable of understanding 
partial aspects or of applying 

part i a I aspects. The party un i fies 

everything. ! n the party a I ! are 

equa I , there is no h i erarchy, no 

privileged sectors. In the party 

there are militants.This militancy 

is unequa I • The scare i ty of human 

resources and the world division 

of I abour we repeat has produced 

and w i fl produce unt i I the 

attainment of social ism in a 

number of human belngs,more 

elevated than others,a greater 

scientific development,a greater 

political and theoretical capacity 

of orientation. How to profit from 

the ab i I i ty of everyone is the 

role of the party in writing and 

orientating the political 

activ!ty ••• ln scientific 

functioning,the difference of fun 

ctions does not mean privileges 
or exceptions. 

, _____________ ..._ __________________________ ------- --- -·-·-·-·--
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